THIS HALLOWEEN
menchify your pumpkin!

INSTRUCTIONS:
• Cut out top hole and gut the pumpkin out.
• Place Menchie paper stencil on pumpkin and trim the excess paper.
• Attach the stencil to the face of the pumpkin with tape.
• Use a carving poker tool or equivalent utensil to press the pointed tip into and through the design lines on the paper stencil spaced about 1/8 of an inch apart.
• Make sure that all the lines have been transferred clearly. Once the paper stencil is removed you’ll see the outline of the stencils pattern marked on the face of the pumpkin.
• Using a carving saw or equivalent tool, push the tip of the saw-blade in a pattern hole and saw through the design lines with a short back-and-forth motions.

Share your pumpkin on facebook and instagram using #MyMenchiePumpkin